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name 'Function' I'm trying to create a function which is called
when the app loads the database, but I keep getting: error
TS2339: Cannot find name 'Function'. I have tried to define it
like this: const GET_DATA = Function(args) { console.log(args)
}; export default GET_DATA; What am I doing wrong? A:
Function is a part of ES6, you need to use arrow functions
instead. Otherwise your function will be anonymous. So, use:
const GET_DATA = (args) => console.log(args); The new buyer
to take over the place that President Barack Obama’s white
mother built as a U Street town house will pay $3.7 million.
Lincoln Property Co., which owns the house, will sell it to a Los
Angeles-based real estate company for $3.7 million, according
to an e-mailed statement Monday by Lincoln. “The new owner is
a local, well known and respected developer,” said Bruce
Fowler, a Lincoln spokesman. The house is in an affluent area of
U Street, a highly desirable street where real estate prices have
skyrocketed as a result of the revitalization of downtown and
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neighborhoods north of it. But it’s not in the thick of downtown.
Obama grew up in a town house on the 1600 block of 16th
Street NW, a
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